CURRENT NOMINEE EMMY HISTORY

as of July 12, 2022
does not include producer nominations

74th EMMY AWARDS
OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTOR IN A DRAMA SERIES

JASON BATEMAN, *OZARK*, NETFLIX
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *Ozark*
2022 – Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series, *Ozark*
2020 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *Ozark*
2020 – Outstanding Drama Series, *Ozark*
2020 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Drama Series, *The Outsider*
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *Ozark*
2019 – Outstanding Drama Series, *Ozark*
★ 2019 – Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series, *Ozark*
2018 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *Ozark*
2018 – Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series, *Ozark*
2013 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *Arrested Development*
2005 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, *Arrested Development*

Total: 12 nominations, 1 win

BRIAN COX, *SUCCESSION*, HBO/HBO MAX
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *Succession*
2020 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *Succession*
2002 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Comedy Series, *Frasier*
★ 2001 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Miniseries Of A Movie, *Nuremberg*

Total: 4 nominations, 1 win

LEE JUNG-JAE, *SQUID GAMES*, NETFLIX
This is Lee Jung-jae’s first Emmy nomination

BOB ODENKIRK, *BETTER CALL SAUL*, AMC
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *Better Call Saul*
2020 – Outstanding Drama Series, *Better Call Saul*
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *Better Call Saul*
2019 – Outstanding Drama Series, *Better Call Saul*
2017 – Outstanding Drama Series, *Better Call Saul*
2017 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *Better Call Saul*
2016 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, *Better Call Saul*
2016 - Outstanding Drama Series, *Better Call Saul*
2015 - Outstanding Drama Series, *Better Call Saul*
2015 - Outstanding Animated Program, *The Simpsons*
2013 – Outstanding Drama Series, *Better Call Saul*
1999 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety or Music Program, *Mr. Show With Bob And David*
1998 – Outstanding Music And Lyrics, *Mr. Show With Bob And David*
1998 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Or Music Program, *Mr. Show With Bob And David*
★ 1993 – Outstanding Individual Achievement In Writing In A Variety Or Music Program, *The Ben Stiller Show*
1991 – Outstanding Writing In A Variety Or Music Program, *Saturday Night Live*
★ 1989 – Outstanding Writing In A Variety Or Music Program, *Saturday Night Live*

Total: 17 nominations, 2 wins

★ = past winner
ADAM SCOTT, SEVERANCE, APPLE TV+
This is Adam Scott’s first Emmy nomination

JEREMY STRONG, SUCCESSION, HBO/HBO MAX
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, Succession
★ 2020 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Drama Series, Succession
Total: 2 nominations, 1 win

★ = past winner
**OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTRESS IN A DRAMA SERIES**

**JODIE COMER, KILLING EVE, BBC AMERICA**
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, Killing Eve
2020 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, Killing Eve
★ 2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, Killing Eve
Total: 3 nominations, 1 win

**LAURA LINNEY, OZARK, NETFLIX**
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, Ozark
2020 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, Ozark
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, Ozark
★ 2013 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Miniseries Or A Movie, The Big C: Hereafter
2011 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The Big C
★ 2008 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Miniseries Or A Movie, John Adams
★ 2004 – Outstanding Guest Actress In A Comedy Series, Frasier
★ 2002 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Miniseries Or A Movie, Wild Iris
Total: 8 nominations, 4 wins

**MELANIE LYNSKY, YELLOWJACKETS, SHOWTIME**
This is Melanie Lynsky’s first Emmy nomination

**SANDRA OH, KILLING EVE, BBC AMERICA**
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, Killing Eve
2020 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, Killing Eve
2020 – Outstanding Drama Series, Killing Eve
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, Killing Eve
2019 – Outstanding Guest Actress In A Comedy Series, Saturday Night Live
2019 – Outstanding Drama Series, Killing Eve
2019 – Outstanding Variety Special, The 76th Annual Golden Globe Awards
2018 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, Killing Eve
2009 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, Grey’s Anatomy
2008 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, Grey’s Anatomy
2007 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, Grey’s Anatomy
2006 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, Grey’s Anatomy
2005 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, Grey’s Anatomy
Total: 13 nominations, 0 wins

**REESE WITHERSPOON, THE MORNING SHOW, APPLE TV+**
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, The Morning Show
2020 – Outstanding Limited Series, Little Fires Everywhere
★ 2017 – Outstanding Limited Series, Big Little Lies
2017 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Limited Series Or Movie, Big Little Lies
Total: 4 nominations, 1 win

**ZENDAYA, EUPHORIA, HBO/HBO MAX**
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, Euphoria
2022 – Outstanding Music & Lyrics, Euphoria
2022 – Outstanding Music & Lyrics, Euphoria
★ 2020 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Drama Series, Euphoria
Total: 4 nominations, 1 win

★ = past winner
OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTOR IN A LIMITED OR ANTHOLOGY SERIES OR MOVIE

COLIN FIRTH, *THE STAIRCASE*, HBO/HBO MAX
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie, *The Staircase*
2001 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Miniseries Or Movie, *Conspiracy*
Total: 2 nominations, 0 wins

ANDREW GARFIELD, *UNDER THE BANNER OF HEAVEN*, HULU
This is Andrew Garfield’s first Emmy nomination

OSCAR ISAAC, *SCENES FROM A MARRIAGE*, HBO/HBO MAX
This is Oscar Isaac’s first Emmy nomination

MICHAEL KEATON, *DOPESICK*, HULU
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie, *Dopesick*
2004 – Outstanding Nonfiction Special, *Fred Rogers: America’s Favorite Neighbor*
Total: 2 nominations, 0 wins

HIMESH PATEL, *STATION ELEVEN*, HBO/HBO MAX
This is Himesh Patel’s first Emmy nomination

SEBASTIAN STAN, *PAM & TOMMY*, HULU
This is Sebastian Stan’s first Emmy nomination

★ = past winner
OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTRESS IN A LIMITED OR ANTHOLOGY SERIES OR MOVIE

TONI COLLETTE, THE STAIRCASE, HBO/HBO MAX
- 2022 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie, The Staircase
- 2020 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Limited Series Or Movie, Unbelievable
- 2010 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, United States Of Tara
★ 2009 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, United States Of Tara
- 2007 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Miniseries Or A Movie, Tsunami, The Aftermath
Total: 5 nominations, 1 win

JULIA GARNER, INVENTING ANNA, NETFLIX
- 2022 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie, Inventing Anna
- 2022 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, Ozark
★ 2020 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, Ozark
★ 2019 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, Ozark
Total: 4 nominations, 2 wins

LILY JAMES, PAM & TOMMY, HULU
This is Lily James’ first Emmy nomination

SARAH PAULSON, IMPEACHMENT: AMERICAN CRIME STORY, FX
- 2022 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Limited Series Or Movie, Impeachment: American Crime Story
- 2018 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Limited Series Or Movie, American Horror Story: Cult
★ 2016 – Outstanding Lead Actress In a Limited Series Or Movie, The People V. O.J. Simpson: American Crime Story
- 2016 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Limited Series Or Movie, American Horror Story: Hotel
- 2015 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Limited Series Or A Movie, American Horror Story: Freak Show
- 2014 - Outstanding Lead Actress In A Miniseries Or A Movie, American Horror Story: Coven
- 2013 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Miniseries Or A Movie, American Horror Story: Asylum
- 2012 - Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Miniseries Or A Movie, Game Change
Total: 8 nominations, 1 win

MARGARET QUALLEY, MAID, NETFLIX
- 2022 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie, Maid
- 2019 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Limited Series Or Movie, Fosse/Verdon
Total: 2 nominations, 0 wins

AMANDA SEYFRIED, THE DROPOUT, HULU
This is Amanda Seyfried’s first Emmy nomination
★ = past winner
DONALD GLOVER, ATLANTA, FX
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Atlanta
2018 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Atlanta
2018 – Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series, Atlanta
2018 – Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series, Atlanta
2018 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Atlanta
2018 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Comedy Series, Saturday Night Live
2017 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Atlanta
★ 2017 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Atlanta
2017 – Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series, Atlanta
★ 2017 – Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series, Atlanta
Total: 10 nominations, 2 wins

BILL HADER, BARRY, HBO/HBO MAX
2022 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Barry
2022 – Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series, Barry
2022 – Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series, Barry
2022 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Comedy Series, Curb Your Enthusiasm
★ 2019 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Barry
2019 – Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series, Barry
2019 – Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series, Barry
2019 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Barry
2019 – Outstanding Variety Sketch Series, Documentary Now!
★ 2018 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Barry
2018 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Barry
2018 – Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series, Barry
2018 – Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series, Barry
2018 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Comedy Series, Saturday Night Live
2017 – Outstanding Animated Program, South Park
2017 – Outstanding Variety Sketch Series, Documentary Now!
2016 - Outstanding Variety Sketch Series, Documentary Now!
2015 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Comedy Series, Saturday Night Live
2015 - Outstanding Animated Program, South Park
2014 - Outstanding Animated Program, South Park
2013 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Comedy Series, Saturday Night Live
2012 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Comedy Series, Saturday Night Live
2011 - Outstanding Animated Program, South Park
★ 2009 - Outstanding Animated Program, South Park
Total: 24 nominations, 3 wins

NICHOLAS HOULT, THE GREAT, HULU
This is Nicholas Hoult’s first Emmy nomination
STEVE MARTIN, ONLY MURDERS IN THE BUILDING, HULU
  2022 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Only Murders In The Building
  2022 – Outstanding Writing In A Comedy Series, Only Murders In The Building
  2018 – Outstanding Variety Special (Pre-Recorded), Steve Martin & Martin Short: An Evening You Will Forget For the Rest Of Your Life
  2018 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Special, Steve Martin & Martin Short: An Evening You Will Forget For the Rest Of Your Life
  2018 – Outstanding Original Music And Lyrics, Steve Martin & Martin Short: An Evening You Will Forget For the Rest Of Your Life
  2010– Outstanding Writing For A Variety, Music, Or Comedy Special, The Oscars
  2010– Outstanding Special Class Program, The Oscars
  2009– Outstanding Guest Actor In A Comedy Series, 30 Rock
  2001– Outstanding Individual Performance In A Variety Or Music Program, The Oscars
  1976 – Outstanding Writing In A Comedy-Variety Or Music Special, Van Dyke And Company
  1972 – Outstanding Writing Achievement In Variety Or Music, The Sonny & Cher Comedy Hour
★ 1969 – Outstanding Writing Achievement In Comedy, Variety Or Music, The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour
Total: 12 nominations, 1 win

MARTIN SHORT, ONLY MURDERS IN THE BUILDING, HULU
  2022 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Only Murders In The Building
  2020 – Outstanding Guest Actor In A Drama Series, The Morning Show
  2018 – Outstanding Variety Special (Pre-Recorded), Steve Martin & Martin Short: An Evening You Will Forget For the Rest Of Your Life
  2018 – Outstanding Writing For A Variety Special, Steve Martin & Martin Short: An Evening You Will Forget For the Rest Of Your Life
★ 2014 – Outstanding Variety Special, AFI Life Achievement Award: A Tribute To Mel Brooks
  2010 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Drama Series, Damages
  2003 – Outstanding Individual Performance In A Variety Or Music Program, Primetime Glick
  1998 – Outstanding Supporting Actor In A Miniseries Or A Movie, Merlin
  1983 – Outstanding Writing In A Variety Or Music Program, SCTV Network
  1983 – Outstanding Writing In A Variety Or Music Program, SCTV Network
  1983 – Outstanding Writing In A Variety Or Music Program, SCTV Network
★ 1983 – Outstanding Writing In A Variety Or Music Program, SCTV Network
Total: 13 nominations, 2 wins

JASON SUDEIKIS, TED LASSO, APPLE TV+
  2022 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Ted Lasso
★ 2021 – Outstanding Lead Actor In A Comedy Series, Ted Lasso
  2021 – Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series, Ted Lasso
  2021 – Outstanding Writing For A Comedy Series, Ted Lasso
★ 2021 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Ted Lasso
Total: 5 nominations, 2 wins

★ = past winner
**OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTRESS IN A COMEDY SERIES**

**RACHEL BROSNAHAN, THE MARVELOUS MRS. MAISEL, PRIME VIDEO**

2022 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
2020 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
2019 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
★ 2018 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

2015 - Outstanding Guest Actress In A Drama Series, House Of Cards

Total: 5 nominations, 1 win

**QUINTA BRUNSON, ABBOTT ELEMENTARY, ABC**

This is Quinta Brunson’s first Emmy nomination (also nominated for Writing)

**KALEY CUOCO, THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT, HBO/HBO MAX**

2022 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The Flight Attendant
2021 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, The Flight Attendant
2021 – Outstanding Comedy Series, The Flight Attendant

Total: 3 nominations, 0 wins

**ELLE FANNING, THE GREAT, HULU**

This is Elle Fanning’s first Emmy nomination

**ISSA RAE, INSECURE, HBO/HBO MAX**

2022 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Insecure
2021 – Outstanding Variety Sketch Series, A Black Lady Sketch Show
2021 – Outstanding Guest Actress In A Comedy Series, A Black Lady Sketch Show
2020 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Insecure
2020 – Outstanding Comedy Series, Insecure
2020 – Outstanding Variety Sketch Series, A Black Lady Sketch Show
2018 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Insecure

Total: 7 nominations, 0 wins

**JEAN SMART, HACKS, HBO/HBO MAX**

2022 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Hacks
★ 2021 – Outstanding Lead Actress In A Comedy Series, Hacks
2021 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie, Mare Of Easttown
2020 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Limited Series Or Movie, Watchmen
2016 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Limited Series Or Movie, Fargo
2012 – Outstanding Guest Actress In A Drama Series, Harry’s Law
★ 2008 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Comedy Series, Samantha Who?
2007 – Outstanding Guest Actress In A Drama Series, 24
2006 – Outstanding Supporting Actress In A Drama Series, 24
2001 – Outstanding Guest Actress In A Drama Series, The District
★ 2001 – Outstanding Guest Actress In A Comedy Series, Frasier
★ 2000 – Outstanding Guest Actress In A Comedy Series, Frasier

Total: 12 nominations, 4 wins

★ = past winner
**OUTSTANDING COMPETITION PROGRAM**

**THE AMAZING RACE**, CBS
First eligible year: 2002
Nominations this year: 2
Total: 87 nominations, 15 wins

**LIZZO’S WATCH OUT FOR THE BIG GRRRLS**, PRIME VIDEO
First eligible year: 2022
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Reality-Competition Program: 2022
Nominations this year: 6

**NAILED IT!**, NETFLIX
First eligible year: 2018
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Reality-Competition Program: 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022
Nominations this year: 2
Total: 7 nominations, 0 wins

**RUPAUL’S DRAG RACE**, VH1
First eligible year: 2009
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Reality-Competition Program: 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2022
Year(s) won as Outstanding Reality-Competition Program: 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021
Nomination this year: 8
Total: 56 nominations, 24 wins

**TOP CHEF**, BRAVO
First eligible year: 2006
Year(s) won as Outstanding Reality-Competition Program: 2010
Nominations this year: 5
Total: 42 nominations, 2 wins

**THE VOICE**, NBC
First eligible year: 2011
Year(s) won as Outstanding Reality-Competition Program: 2013, 2015, 2016, 2017
Nominations this year: 2
Total: 70 nominations, 7 wins
OUTSTANDING VARIETY TALK SERIES

THE DAILY SHOW WITH TREVOR NOAH, COMEDY CENTRAL
First eligible year: 2016
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Talk Series: 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022
Nominations this year: 4
Total: 14 nominations, 0 wins

JIMMY KIMMEL LIVE!, ABC
First eligible year: 2003
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Series: 2012, 2013, 2014
Nominations this year: 1
Total: 34 nominations, 3 wins

LAST WEEK TONIGHT WITH JOHN OLIVER, HBO
First eligible year: 2015
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Talk Series: 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2022
Nominations this year: 5
Total: 57 nominations, 23 wins

LATE NIGHT WITH SETH MEYERS, NBC
First eligible year: 2014
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Talk Series: 2022
Nominations this year: 2
Total: 7 nominations, 0 wins

THE LATE SHOW WITH STEPHEN COLBERT, CBS
First eligible year: 2016
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Talk Series: 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021, 2022
Nominations this year: 5
Total: 23 nominations, 0 wins
OUTSTANDING VARIETY SKETCH SERIES

A BLACK LADY SKETCH SHOW, HBO
First Eligible Year: 2020
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Variety Sketch Series: 2020, 2021, 2022
Nominations this year: 5
Total: 13 nominations, 1 win

SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE, NBC
First Eligible Year: 1976
Years won in Outstanding Variety Sketch Series: 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021
Year won in Outstanding Variety, Music Or Comedy Series: 1993
Nominations this year: 9
Total: 315 nominations, 86 wins
OUTSTANDING LIMITED OR ANTHOLOGY SERIES

**DOPESICK**, HULU
14 nominations

**THE DROPOUT**, HULU
6 nominations

**INVENTING ANNA**, NETFLIX
3 nominations

**PAM & TOMMY**, HULU
10 nominations

**THE WHITE LOTUS**, HBO/HBO MAX
20 nominations
OUTSTANDING TELEVISION MOVIE

**CHIP 'N DALE: RESCUE RANGERS**, DISNEY+  
1 nomination

**RAY DONOVAN: THE MOVIE**, SHOWTIME  
1 nomination

**RENO 911!: THE HUNT FOR QANON**, PARAMOUNT+  
1 nomination

**THE SURVIVOR**, HBO/HBO MAX  
1 nomination

**ZOEY’S EXTRAORDINARY CHRISTMAS**, THE ROKU CHANNEL  
2 nominations
OUTSTANDING COMEDY SERIES

**ABBOTT ELEMENTARY**, ABC  
First eligible year: 2022  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2022  
Nominations this year: 7

**BARRY**, HBO/HBO MAX  
First eligible year: 2018  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2018, 2019, 2022  
Nominations this year: 14  
Total: 44 nominations, 6 wins

**CURB YOUR ENTHUSIASM**, HBO/HBO MAX  
First eligible year: 2001  
Nominations this year: 4  
Total: 51 nominations, 2 wins

**HACKS**, HBO/HBO MAX  
First eligible year: 2021  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2021, 2022  
Nominations this year: 17  
Total: 32 nominations, 3 wins

**THE MARVELOUS MRS. MAISEL**, PRIME VIDEO  
First eligible year: 2018  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2018, 2019, 2020, 2022  
Year(s) won as Outstanding Comedy Series: 2018  
Nominations this year: 12  
Total: 66 nominations, 20 wins

**ONLY MURDERS IN THE BUILDING**, HULU  
First eligible year: 2022  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2022  
Nominations this year: 17

**TED LASSO**, APPLE TV+  
First eligible year: 2021  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2021, 2022  
Year(s) won as Outstanding Comedy Series: 2021  
Nominations this year: 20  
Total: 40 nominations, 7 wins

**WHAT WE DO IN THE SHADOWS**, FX  
First eligible year: 2019  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Comedy Series: 2020, 2022  
Nominations this year: 7  
Total: 17 nominations, 0 wins
**BETTER CALL SAUL**, AMC  
First eligible year: 2015  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2015, 2016, 2017, 2019, 2020, 2022  
Nominations this year: 7  
Total: 46 nominations, 0 wins

**EUPHORIA**, HBO/HBO MAX  
First eligible year: 2020  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2022  
Nominations this year: 16  
Total: 25 nominations, 3 wins

**OZARK**, NETFLIX  
First eligible year: 2018  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2019, 2020, 2022  
Nominations this year: 13  
Total: 45 nominations, 3 wins

**SEVERANCE**, APPLE TV+  
First eligible year: 2022  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2022  
Nominations this year: 14

**SQUID GAME**, NETFLIX  
First eligible year: 2022  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2022  
Nominations this year: 14

**STRANGER THINGS**, NETFLIX  
First eligible year: 2017  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2017, 2018, 2020, 2022  
Nominations this year: 13  
Total: 51 nominations, 7 wins

**SUCCESSION**, HBO/HBO MAX  
First eligible year: 2019  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2019, 2020, 2022  
Year(s) won in Outstanding Drama Series: 2020  
Nominations this year: 25  
Total: 48 nominations, 9 wins

**YELLOWJACKETS**, SHOWTIME  
First eligible year: 2022  
Year(s) nominated in Outstanding Drama Series: 2022  
Nominations this year: 7